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Hello, I'm Anirvan Das, Director of Product Management at Equinix. I have responsibility of Equinix’s
data and other application utility products, that enable our customers to deploy geographically
distributed, mission-critical applications. One product, that I’m excited to talk about today, is
Equinix Precision Time. This Time-as-a-Service in now available in Equinix’s North American data
centers.
In this video, I’m going to talk about:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the must-have requirement for all applications to get reliable, secure and accurate time,
how companies have traditionally solved for this ubiquitous need,
the unique value proposition of the new Equinix Precision Time service,
and how it will be able deployed globally.
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Every application and devices that you use needs to get time. The level of reliability and
accuracy, though, depends on the use case.
• High-Frequency Trading: For example, high-frequency trading platforms require highly
accurate time to maintain an ordered sequence of transactions.
• Enterprise Applications: Enterprise applications need a narrow drift offset for distributed
transactional applications and database operations.
• Broadcasting: The broadcasting industry requires accurate time synchronization between
audio and video feeds to prevent the infamous “lip-sync” errors.
• Gaming and Sports Streaming: Similarly, E-Sports and Online games require precise time
synchronization to ensure the chronological order of play in multi-player games.

So how are Equinix customers solving for this critical need today?
• Over the Internet: There are always the free services that are available over the Internet from
Google, Apple, ntp.org and others. While they’re free, the lack of reliability and unpredictable
accuracy becomes unacceptable for enterprise applications.
• Do-It-Yourself: That drives companies to traditionally set up their own GPS antennas and
timing infrastructure to get time. However, there are often challenges in terms of roof access,
incurring Capex, and operating and maintaining the hardware deployments.
• Time-as-a-Service: If these options don't seem appealing to you, then you’re on the lookout
for a time-as-a-service solution. There are some such providers, but they only serve a few
metropolitan areas.
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I’m excited to introduce Equinix’s Precision Time service, which delivers accurate, reliable and
secure time synchronization as a service to our customers. The time is sourced from redundant
GPS antennas located in key global metros and distributed via Equinix Fabric, the industry’s
leading software-defined interconnection fabric.
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• NTP and PTP: The product supports both NTP and PTP protocols.
• Automated as-a-Service: It’s a fully automated as-a-service – the e2e provisioning is
software-driven and takes about a minute to complete on a portal.
• PTP Accuracy SLA: The service offers an accuracy of 50 µs or less for PTP.
• Multi-Level Redundancy: In terms of redundancy, we serve time from multiple metros in a
region and multiple data centers within a metro.
• Strong Security: Finally, in terms of security, this service is only offered on Equinix Fabric,
so there’s no exposure to the Internet, and there’s end-to-end network path isolation from
the service all the way to the customer environment.
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Let’s see how an example deployment architecture will look like once the service is available
globally.
We will source the time in certain key metros globally – at least 2 in a region.

Through Equinix Fabric, we will be able to distribute time with a high degree of accuracy
to all other locations that are on Equinix Fabric.
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Each one of these metro deployments (in this example, New York) has a fully
redundant stack of GPS antennas and the necessary timing infrastructure in 2
data centers in the metro, which, in turn, connects to Equinix Fabric.

A customer in any other metro can connect to the service over Equinix Fabric and
get time.

In conclusion, Equinix Precision Time is a highly accurate, secure, fully automated timeas-a-service with redundancy and SLAs to cater to your mission-critical business needs.
Thanks for watching!
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